For the evaluation of these conditions we use different methods. If Q is P-convex with bounds and has a C 1 -boundary, then Holmgren's uniqueness theorem can be used to show that P is hyperbolic with respect to each noncharacteristic normal vector to 9^1. In particular, a bounded set Q with C 1 -boundary is P-convex with bounds if and only if P is hyperbolic with respect to each non-characteristic direction, and this happens if and only if every open convex set is P-convex with bounds (see Thm. 3.8) .
For convex open sets 0, Fourier analysis can be used to reformulate Pconvexity with bounds as a Phragmen-Lindelof condition for the algebraic variety V(P) = [z C C 71 : P(-z) = 0} (see Thm. 4.5) . This PhragmenLindelof condition is related to a different but similar one introduced by Hormander [H02] . The evaluation of the condition shows that for n > 3 there exist non-hyperbolic operators P(D) on ^(R^) which do have a right inverse. The case n = 2 is exceptional, since a consequence of the Phragmen-Lindelof condition implies that P(D) has a right inverse on <?(R 2 ) if and only if P(D) is hyperbolic.
Parts of the results of the present paper were announced in [MTV1] and [MTV2] . Recently, Palamodov [P] has shown that the splitting of differential complexes with constant coefficients over convex open sets in R 71 is also characterized by the Phragmen-Lindelof condition for the set of algebraic varieties associated with the complex.
The authors thank A. Kaneko for pointing out to them that one equivalence in Theorem 3.8 had been obtained already by de Christoforis [CR] . They also wish to thank L. Ehrenpreis for informing them that the problem of existence of right inverses was posed by L. Schwartz.
Preliminaries.
In this preliminary section we introduce most of the notation which will be used in the article. For undefined notation we refer to Hormander [HOI] , [H03] , and Schwartz [S] . 
Spaces of functions and distributions. -

vW=\Jv(^)
€>0
is endowed with its usual inductive limit topology. By Tyo^0) we denote the closure of P(n) in 1^(0).
(5) If X(Q) denotes any of the spaces definied in (1) -(4) then X'(Q) or X(Q)' denotes the strong dual of X(Q). Moreover, for an open subset U of n we let x(^u):={fexw : /|t/=o}. This notation will be used also for P'(n,(7) and E'^l.U).
Polynomials and partial differential operators.
(1) By C[^i,...,^n] we denote the ring of all complex polynomials in n variables, which will be also regarded as functions on C 
Right inverses. -For locally convex spaces E and F we denote
L(E, F) := {A : E -^ F : A is continuous and linear} . A map A € L(EyF} is said to admit a right inverse, if there exists
R € L(F, E) so that A o R = idp.
Note that a topological epimorphism A € £(£, F) admits a right inverse if and only if there exists P € L(E, E) with P 2 = P and imP = ker A, i.e. iff ker A is a complemented subspace of E. Obviously, the surjectivity of A is necessary for the existence of a right inverse for A.
The existence of a continuous non-linear right inverse for continuous linear surjective maps between Frechet spaces is guaranteed by a result of Michael [M] .
Right inverses on V\Sl) and £(fl).
For an open set 0 in R 71 we characterize in this section the partial differential operators P(D) that admit a right inverse on V{ft} (resp. on £(ft)). In particular we show that P(D) has a right inverse on P'(n) if and only if P(D) has a right inverse on f(Q). The results of the present section will be evaluated further in the subsequent sections.
Some parts of the following lemma are essentially due to Grothendieck (seeTreves [Tl] (1) P(D) : P'Cn) -» Z>'(n) admits a right inverse (2) for each e > 0 tAere exists 0 < 6 < e so that for each f € D '(n, fig) there exists g e V{^ n,) with P(D)g = / (3) for each e > 0 there exists 0 < 6 < e so that for each /A C Af^s) there exists v C Af(fl} with v |n^== ^ [ ( 4) for eacA e > 0 tAere exists 0 < 6o < e so that for all 0 < a < r] < 6 < <$o and eacA $ € ^rj\^s there exists E^ e P'(R 71 ) so tAat
Proof. -(1)==^(2) : Let R : P'(Q) --> P'(n) denote a right inverse for P(D) and let c > 0 be given. Since 2>(n<:) is a separable Frechet space, we can choose a bounded subset B of T>(fl.e) which is total. Since B is bounded in P(n),
is a continuous semi-norm on T^n). By the continuity of the right inverse R there exist a bounded set C in P(n) and L > 0 so that qB(Rp') < LqcW for all p, € P'^) .
By Schwartz [S] , III, Thm. IV, we may assume that there exist a sequence (Cm)meN of positive numbers and a compact set Q D Q( so that
a-eQ \a\<m Now fix 0 < 6 < e so that Q C ^ and let / € P'(n,n^) be given. Then g :== fi(/) € P'(n) satisfies
Since B is total in T>(^), this shows ^ € P'(n,n<:). Hence (2) holds, because of
(2)=>-(3) : For a given number e > 0 choose 0 < 60 < e according to (2) and fix 0 < 6 < So. If (i € Af^s) is given, choose y? € P(n^) with |^ = 1. Then P(D)(w) is in P'(n, 0^). Hence (2) implies the existence of / € P'(n,ne) with P(D)f = P(D)(w). Then v := ^ -/ is in Af(fl) and satisfies v |^^= /A |n^.
(3)=»(4) : For a given number c > 0 choose 0 < So < e according to (3) and note that the conclusion of (3) holds for all 0 < 6 < SQ. Now fix 0<a<ri<6<6o^e ^\f^ and F^ € P^R") satisfying P(D)F^ = 6^. Then F^ |n^ is in ^(0^). Hence (3) implies the existence of ^ 6 .V(n) so that ^ |o^= F^ |n^. Now choose ^ e 2^(0^) so that ^(x) = 1 for all x in some neighbourhood of f2^ and define G^ e P^R 71 ) by G^ := F^ -^z/^. Then we have: SuppG^cR^ne
supp(?(D)^) c supp^\n^ c ^\n^.
and note that E^ has all the desired properties.
An easy modification of the arguments used in the proof of Lemma 2.1 shows that the following holds. (3) for each c > 0 there exists 0 < 6 < e so that for each f € N(f}s) there exists g € jV(Q) with / |o^= g |n^ . 
Hence the series
has locally finite supports. Consequently it defines a continuous linear map R: -D'W -^ -Z^n). From (**) we get
Hence fi : P'(n) -^ P'(n) is a right inverse for P{D). An inspection of the proof shows that R maps £(fl) continuously and linearly into f(n). Hence R also gives a right inverse for
Before we combine Lemma 2.1 and 2.3 we investigate conditions for the existence of a right inverse for P(D) on ^(0). To do this, we introduce the following notation. Qii e f(n, n^ ) ± • This g^8 SuppQ/icn^ cn^.
Hence we can find C depending only on So, 6, k and C so that Q/A € CBe.k' Now define A := -jR^) and note that
Hence (4) implies
Now note that the surjectivity of P(D) on f(Q) implies that 0 is P -convex in the sense of Hormander [HOI] , Def. 3.5.1. Hence (6) and Hormander [HOI] 
(1) n is P -convex.
(2) For each e > 0 tAere exists 0 < 6 < e so that for each 0 < rf < 6 there exists Ie N so that for each f C C^(n, Fig) there exists g e Z>'(0^, 0,) so that P(D)g= f \^ holds in V'^r)).
Proof. -(1) To show that Q is P -convex in the sense of Hormander [HOI] , Def. 3.5.1, let K be a given compact subset of n. Then there exists c > 0 with K C n^. Choose 0 < 6 < e according to (*), fix 0 < rf < 6 and choose m, k 6 No and C > 0 according to (*). Next fix (p e P(0) with
Hence (*) implies the existence of As e f(f^) so that
Now note that P(P) is surjective on ^(R 71 ) (see Hormander [HOI] , Thm. 3.54), Hence P(J9) (2) For a given number e > 0 choose 0 < 6 < e according to (*) and fix 0 < rj < 6. Then choose m,k € No and C > 1 according to (*) and note that without loss of generality we can assume m < k. Since 0 is Pconvex by (1),
P^Dr^B^CLB^.
For a given v e <?'(») with P{-D)v € B^^ we therefore havê^-
Dr^-D^eL^.
Since 0 is P-convex, this together with Hormander [HOI] , Thm. 3.5.2 and Lemma 3.4.3, implies Supp v C f^. Hence we get 
Now let
and fix / e C^^g)' Note that for i/ e £'(^} satisfying P{-D)v e B^^, we have v € LB because of (3). Therefore {i/,f) is defined for such v € £'(fl). Now we define F : X -> C by
Since 0 is P-convex, this implies Supp (1/1 -1/2) C 0, and consequently
Using the P-convexity of fig and discussing several cases one shows that F is a linear functional on X. Next we denote by EQ the normed space which is generated by the bounded absolutely convex subset B^m of^(n). We claim that F[xnEo is continuous. To show this, fix P(-D)u + ^ € X H B^m. Then (*) implies the existence of A € f'(n^) satisfying (4) P(-D)A+/i€C^.
From this we get (assuming C > 1)
C B^ -h CB^k C 2CB^k .
From this, (4) and (5) we get by the definition of F
and hence \F(P(-D}v+^\<2CL\\f\\^.
Since P(-D)i/ + ^ was an arbitrary element of X H By,^, this proves that F is bounded on X H B^yyi. Hence the theorem of Hahn -Banach implies the existence of F € EQ satisfying F \xnEo= F.
It is easily seen that $ maps P(f^) continuously into £'0. Therefore
Since fis is P-convex and since / vanishes on n<$, the definition of F and F gives for each (p € ^(n^)
Hence g is in P^n^nj and satisfies P(D)g = / |^ . Proof. -For a given number e > 0 choose 0 < SQ < e according to 2.5(2). Then fix 0 < < < r] < 6 < SQ and choose I e N so large that 2.5(2) holds with f] replaced by <. Next fix ^ e 0^\^ and choose M € N so large that the equation A^F^ = ^ has a solution F^ € C^(R 71 ) (see Hormander [HOI] , Thm. 3.2.1). Also choose ^ c P(n^\^) so that ^(x) = 1 for all x in a neighbourhood of $. Then
Therefore condition 2.5(2) with 77 replaced by C implies the existence of g^Hf, e P^n^Qe) satisfyinĝ (^ = A be and P(D)H^ = ^ |^ .
Now choose an open set uj with ^ C c<; C c«J C 0^, fix ^ C 2>(f^) witĥ |^= 1 and let
G^^^A^-^).
Then we have SuppG^ c n^\ne
, where Supp 5^ C nc\^ .
As in the proof of 2.1(4), this implies condition 2.1(4).
THEOREM. -For an open set Q in R 71
and for a complex polynomial P in n variables the following assertions are equivalent : Moreover, (1), (2) and (3) are also equivalent to each of the following conditions: 2.1(2), 2.1(3), 2.1(4), 2.3(*), 2.4(*), 2.5(*) and 2.5(2).
Proof. -We first note that 2.1(4) implies 2.3(*). To show this, fix €1 > 0 so that Ofi ^ 0. Then choose (c^jkeN inductively so that
where ^o(^) denotes the number 0 < <^o < €k which exists by 2.1(4) if we choose c = <^. Next define ^ := 17^ and note that f^ CC O^i and = U ^ ^y ^ c^oice °^ tne sequence (c^^N. Choosing a = 6^+4, fceN yy = Cfc-(-3 and 6 = 6^4.2 in 2.1(4), we get that all the other requirements of condition 2.3(*) are fulfilled, too.
Therefore, Lemma 2.1 and 2.3 (resp. Lemma 2.4, 2.5 and 2,6) show that the following implications hold : (1) ^ 2.1(2) ^ 2.1(3) ^ 2.1(4) ^2.3(*) ^ (2) and (1); (2) =» 2.4(*) ^ 2.5(*) => 2.5(2) => 2.1(4) ^ 2.3(*) =^ (1) and (2).
To prove the equivalence of (2) for 6 > 0 and m € No. This can be checked by going through the corresponding proofs again. Therefore (2) is equivalent to 2.4(*) and also to 2.5(*) with the new meaning of B^m-Consequently, (2) is equivalent to for each c > 0 there exists 0 < 6 < e so that for each 0 < rj < 6 there exist k € No and C > 0 so that for each/A € £'(^te) with (4) (/A+imPC^HB^o/e there exists A € f'(^) so that p, -h P(Dy\ e CB^k ' Hence the proof is complete if we show (4) <=» (3)* (4) =^ (3) : If K is a given compact subset of Q, we choose c > 0 so that K C rie-Then we choose 0 < 6 < e according to (4) and let L := n<$. Next we fix an open set ^ CC 0 with L C uj and we choose 0 < rf < 6 with u) C ^rj-Then we choose k € No and C > 0 according to (4) and we fix v C £'(uj) so that P(-D)v |^\^ is in B°. To show that the conclusion of (3) holds for suitable s € No and D > 0 (not depending on i/), we choose ip € P(0e) so that (p = 1 in a neighbourhood of K, Then p. := -yP(-D)t/ is in ^'(Oc) and we havê
Therefore, (4) implies the existence of A C ^'(n^) so that T := /x + P(-P)A € CB^ . Hence P(~jD)A = T -p, is in f'^). By the Z^-version of Lemma 2.5, (4) implies that Q is P-convex. Therefore, Hormander [HOI] , Thm. 3.5.2, implies A € ^'(f^). Consequently we have
Next note that
Since we have seen already that 0 is P-convex, it follows as in the first part of the proof of 2.5(2), that there exist D > 0 and s €. No, s > k, so that y -A is in DBrj,s-Because of (5), this implies (3). To show that (4) holds, let c > 0 be given and let K := Qe-Next choose L according to (3) and find 0 < 6\ < e with L C 0^. Then choose 0 < 6 < <?i, let 0 < r] < 6 be given and assume that for some p, C £'(^e) and some v € f(^) we havê
This implies SuppP(-D)i/ C 0^. Since Q is P-convex, 0^ is P-convex, too. Therefore, Supp v C ^ and we have
Now (3) with L(; = 0^ implieŝ l^ePB-^VL).
Next choose ^ € P(^) so that (p = 1 in a neighbourhood of L and we let A := <^. Then A is in f(^) and satisfies
This shows that for suitable E > 0 and m = degP we have
Since E depends only on P and y?, but not on /A, this implies (4). 
2.9.
Remark. -(a) Lemma 2.1 and 2.3 hold -mutatis mutandisalso for differential operators (even for ultradifferential operators admitting a fundamental solution) on the spaces P!Jn) and 2Xy(Q) of ultradistributions. In particular they hold for all non-quasianalytic Gevrey-classes. For more details we refer to our forthcoming paper [MTV5] (see also Meise and Vogt [MV] for the case of one variable).
(b) From Theorem 2.7 and the proof of Lemma 2.3 it follows that a differential operator that admits a right inverse on P'(n) also admits a right inverse on any non-quasianalytic class £^ of functions on 0 which has partitions of unity, which is an algebra with continuous multiplication and on which distributions act continuously by convolution. Moreover, P(D) has also a right inverse on 2^(n), the associated class of ultradistributions on n. In particular, P(D) has a right inverse on all non-quasianalytic Gevrey-classes (and Gevrey ultradistributions) whenever P(D) has a right inverse on the distributions. (c) The conditions 2.2(2) and 2.2(3) are equivalent to Q being P-convex with bounds. This is shown in [MTV6] . Proof. -To show that condition 2.5(2) holds, let c > 0 be given. Then f^e is compact in f^ for each i € I. Hence there exists c^ > 0 so that Qe C (n^e, for i € I. Since f^ is P-convex with bounds, we get from 2.7 the existence of 0 < 6i < €1 so that 2.1(2) holds for Q^. Now note that 0 (^i)^ is contained in ^. Hence there exists 0 < 6 < e so that From Theorem 2.7 we can derive the following result of Vogt [VI] , [V2] , which extends a theorem of Grothendieck.
2.11. COROLLARY. -Let P be a hypoelliptic polynomial in n (n > 2) variables. Then each open set n in R n is not P-convex with bounds.
Proof. -To argue by contradiction, we may assume that there exists an open set 0 in R 71 which is P-convex with bounds. Then Theorem 2.7 implies that condition 2.1(3) holds. Next we fix 6 > 0 with He ^ 0 and choose 0 < 6 < e according to 2.1(3). Then we note that the hypoellipticity of P implies by Hormander [HOI] 
Right inverses and hyperbolicity.
In this section we investigate how properties of the boundary of an open set 0 in R 71 are related with the conditions for P-convexity with bounds which were derived in Theorem 2.7. In doing this we assume throughout the entire section that P always denotes a non-constant polynomial in n variables.
From Hormander [HOI] , 5.4.1, we recall that a complex polynomial P on C 71 is called hyperbolic with respect to N e R^O} if N is noncharacteristic, i.e. Pm(AO / 0 and if there exists TO C R so that for eacĥ C R 71 and each r < TO we have P($ 4-irN) / 0. P is called hyperbolic if P is hyperbolic with respect to some N e R 71 . Proof. -After an appropriate change of variables we can assume XQ = 0 and N == (0,... ,0,1). Further, we can assume that for a suitable zero-neighbourhood V in R 7^1 and for some a > 0 there exists a C 1 function g: V ->\ -a, a[ so that
Since N is not characteristic for P, there exists 0 < a < Tr/4 so that for the closed cone Fa(N) ^{LeR 71 : |L|cosa< {L,N)} every non-zero vector in Fa(N) is not characteristic for P. Since g is a C^-function with a vanishing derivative at zero, we can use the mean-value theorem to find 0 < R < 1 so that
(1) U := {x € R 71 : .IMloo < R} C Vx} -a,a[ (2) \g{x')\ < ^sma for all x' e R 71 -1 with ||:r'||oo < R .
is a compact subset of Q, hence there exists e > 0 with K C fle. Since fl is P-convex with bounds, condition 2.1(2) holds. Hence there exists 0 < 6 < e so that for each /€ Z)'(n,f^) there exists h € P'^,^) with
and choose 0 < r < rf so that
Next denote by F the open cone r^LeR-: |L|cos(|-a)<-(L,AQ}
and note that every characteristic hyperplane through the origin intersects r not only at the origin, because of our choice of a. Now let a := rj-{-r sin Q, define ^ := (0, ...,0, -a) and note that $ € ^\n<$ because of (3). Therefore there exists T € 'P'(^, He) with P(D)T = <^. 
P{D)To =6^-So
where Supp5o C ri\((7^2(0)+^). After a suitable translation which moveŝ into the origin, we obtain from this a distribution T\ which satisfies P(P)Ti = 6 -Si and has support in a closed convex cone Fa satisfying F2 H {x C R 71 : Xn < 0} = {0} .
Moreover
Supple r2\(7i/2(o). Now define Sf :== 6 and <5f := 5i *... * 5i (j-times) and note that the series 00 5f converges in ^(R 71 ) since it is locally finite. From Supp (V^ 5fJ C j=o j=o Fa it follows that we can define shows that E is a fundamental solution for P(D). Since Supp E is contained in Fs, it follows from Hormander [HOI] , Thm. 5.6.2, that P is hyperbolic with respect to N.
To give a first application of Lemma 3.1 we denote by H^.(N) (resp. H-(N)) the positive (resp. negative) open half space determined by a vector N € R^O}, i.e. 
H±(N)
:
(N)). Moreover, it is easily checked that R : £(H^.(N)) -^ £(H^(N)) is a right inverse for P(D). Therefore, H^.(N)
is P-convex with bounds by Theorem 2.7.
COROLLARY. -Let n be an open convex polyhedron in R 71 with faces whose normal vectors are non-characteristic for P. Then Q is P-convex with bounds if and only if P is hyperbolic with respect to all vectors which are normal to some face ofQ.
Proof. -=^ : Lemma 3.1 = : Since n is a finite intersection of translations of open half spaces, this follows from Proposition 3.2 and Corollary 2.10.
LEMMA. -Let fl be an open convex polyhedron in R 71 with faces whose normal vectors are non-characteristic for P. If Q is P-convex with bounds then the following condition holds :
for each e > 0 there exists 0 < 6 < e so that for each (*) / € P^R", n^) there exists g € P^R", HJ with
P{D)g=f.
Proof. -Without loss of generality we can assume 0 € 0. Then {tfl, : 0<t<l}isa fundamental system of compact subsets of n. Hence for e > 0 there exists 0 < t < 1 so that n<: C tfl. Next choose 0 < 6 < e with tTi C ^6 and let / e P^R", Q^) be given. If we denote by M,.. •, Nm the outer normals to the faces of Q, then we have Proof. -For a non-characteristic vector M of P let r (P, M) 
Obviously N = (0,1) is a characteristic vector for P. Since P is hypoelliptic,
P(D) does not have a right inverse on £(H^(N)) by Vogt [VI], [V2] (see also 2.11). Another example is Q(z^z^ z^) = {z{ + zj -zj)(^2 + zj + zj).
Since Q has an elliptic factor, it follows from 2.11 that Q does not have a right inverse on£(H^{N)), where N = (1,0,1). Since N is characteristic for P it follows from Hormander [HOI] , 5.2.2, that for each 6 < 7 we can find fs € f(R 71 ) which satisfies P(-D)fs = 0, XQ -(7 -6}N e Supp (fg) and xo e an n {a; e R 71 : (a-,JV} < 7} / 0.
Then it is easily checked that XQ is a point of inner support for N. Hence Lemma 3.10 implies that N is not characteristic for P. Since N € R^^O} was arbitrarily chosen, the polynomial P is elliptic. However, then P(D) does not admit a right inverse on any open set, as Grothendieck has shown (cf. 2.11). 
The Phragmen-Lindelof condition.
In this section we use Fourier analysis in order to characterize when a convex open subset Q of R 71 is P-convex with bounds in terms of a Phragmen-Lindelof condition on the zero variety of P. We say that P (resp. V (P) ) satisfies the Phragmen-Lindelof condition PL(n), if for each e > 0 there exists 0 < 6 < e so that for each 0 < rj < 6 there exists B > 0 so that for each plurisubharmonic (psh.) function u on C 71 the following two conditions : For a comprehensive study of the Phragmen-Lindelof condition we refer to our paper [MTV4] , the results of which we are going to use in this section. Before we explain how APL(n) and PL(n) are related with the existence of a right inverse for P(D), we first note : A sharper version of (1) can be derived from Hansen [H] , Thm. 2.3, if we let v^k := {x e NW : \x\e,k < i}, o < e < i, k e N . Now fix z e V(P) and note that \z ' -x ^ exp(-i(x, z) ) is in N(fl) and that IIX.II^ = sup sup K-^e-^^l < (l-hMYexp^Im^)) . (1) n is P-convex with bounds Proof. -(1) -<==» (2) : Because of Lemma 4.4 it suffices to show that (2) implies (1). To do this, note that without loss of generality we can assume (as in the proof of 4.4) that P = Pi • • • Pk, where Pi,..., Pk are irreducible polynomials so that Pj is not proportional to Pi for j ^ /. In order to show that condition 2.5(*) holds, let 0 < e < 1 be given. Then choose 0 < 6\ < e according to APL(n), fix 0 < T) < 6 < 6^ and choose B = B(rf) > 0 according to APL(n). Next choose q € ISI with q > B and apply 4.3(2) to .find k € N, C > 0 so that (4) I^CJT(Zn^).
We say that P (resp V(P)) satisfies the analytic Phragmen-Lindelof condition APL(Sl
Furthermore, choose A > 0 so that (in the notion of 4.3) we have l^i ,jk C AVs^k. Then let m := 0 and C := e B AD. To show that 2.5(*) holds with these choices, let /A € ^(f^) be given and assume that for some v € ^'(O) we have
Then the theorem of Paley-Wiener-Schwartz implies that
is an entire function on C 71 which satisfies (a) log|A(^)| < h^lmz) + 0(log(l 4-H 2 )) for all z € C" .
Next note again that for z € V(P) the function \z ' ' x ^ exp(-i(x, z) ) is in N(R n } and satisfies Hence we conclude from APL(fl) and q > B :
Because of (4), this shows e-^/z |^)) €L^ C F(DV^) .
By the choice of A this implieŝ
Now the theorem of Hahn-Banach shows that there exists A C ^'(0) with
Hence we have shown that 2.5(*) holds.
(2) <==>-(3) : Obviously (3) implies (2). The converse implication is shown in [MTV3] .
An easy scaling argument proves the following corollary. (1) dimRV((9) H R 71 = n -1 for each irreducible factor Q of P (2) for each $ € V(P) HR 71 with |^| = 1 tAere exist 0 < 61 < 62 < €3 and A > 0 so that for each psh. function u on the set {x € C 71 : \x -f\ < 63} with 0 < u < 1, which satisfies u(Q < 0 for all < 6 V(P) H R 71 with 1C -$1 < €2 we Aave u«) < A|ImC| for all < € V(P) w^A |C -$| < 61. Proof. -Assume that P is not elliptic. Then there exists ^ € V(P) H R 71 with $ ^ 0. Since P is homogeneous, we can assume |$| = 1. Therefore, the hypothesis on P implies gradP(-^) = =bgradP($) ^ 0. Since P has real coefficients the implicit function theorem for R 71 implies dimRV(P) 0 R 71 = n -1, i.e. condition 4.7(1) holds. Hence the proof is complete if we show that also condition 4.7(2) holds. To do this, fix $ € V(P) n R 71 with |$| = 1. Then (*) implies that we can assume that V(P) near ^ is the graph of an analytic function g which without loss of generality depends on the first n -1 variables. More precisely, there exist 6 > 0 and 6 > 0 so that on U :== {z' € C Next fix a function u which is psh. on B^^(^) and has all the properties stated in the hypothesis of 4.7(2). Then
is a psh. function on W. Since P has real coefficients, g Ipn-i CtW has values in R, which implies u IvynR^-1^ 0-Now fix ^ = (C'lCn) ^ ^(P) ^h |^-^[ < 61 and assume that Im^' ^ 0 (otherwise there is nothing to prove). Hence z; is a subharmonic function in a neighbourhood of the closed unit disk, which satisfies 0 < v < 1 and v(x) < 0 for all x € R, \x\ < 1. Hence we get from the proof of Ahlfors [A] , Thm. 3.4 :
This shows that 4.7(2) holds with A = 4(7rci)-1 .
4.9.
Example. -For n, m € N with n > 2 consider the homogeneous polynomials of degree m which are of the form n P(o-i,... ,Xn) = ^(rf, ak € R\{0} for 1 < k < n . P(a?i,a:2)=^+^2^= T [(xi-wexp(2m-)x2) .
fc=o m Hence P is a product of m linear factors which are pairwise not proportional. Moreover, P contains an elliptic factor, except for the case m = 2 and sign 02 = -1. Because of our normalization assumption and because of 2.10 this proves (a). (b) : From the considerations in (a) and an easy inductive application of Eisenstein's theorem (see e.g. Van der Waerden [VA] , p.27) it follows that each polynomial P above is irreducible. Obviously we have gradP(^) 7^ 0 for all ^ € R 71 with [$[ = 1. Hence Corollary 4.8 shows that R 71 is P-convex with bounds whenever the condition in (b) is satisfied. The complementary case is that m is even and that signaj = signa; for all 1 < j, I < n. Then P is elliptic and therefore condition 4.7(1) is violated. Hence R 72^ is not P-convex with bounds in this case.
As a consequence of (b) we get that for n > 3 there are differential operators P(D) which admit a right inverse on £{K n ') and which are not f\ hyperbolic. For = 3 and n = 4 we have the examples (9. := --) dxj af+^-h^ and ^-h^j-aj-^2.
To show that the case n = 2 is different from the case n > 3, we recall from (MTV4J (see also (MTV2] dist(z, V{Pm)) = 0(1) for \z\ -. oo and z € V(P) .
4.11.
THEOREM. -Let P be a non-constant polynomial on C 2 . Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) P is hyperbolic Proof. -(1)=^(2) : This can be shown as in the proof of Proposition 3.2.
(2)=>(3) : Because of 4.2 we can assume that P is irreducible. If N € R 2 is non-characteristic for P we can assume -after a real linear change of variables -that N = (1,0). Because of this, we can furthermore assume that m-l 
Pm(5,w) = s^ JJ(5 -a,w) for all (s,w) € C 2 . i=i In the sequel we shall assume 1 < k < m; the cases k = 0 and k = m are treated in the same way. Since P(D) has a right inverse on f(R 2 ), we get from 4.10 that this also holds for Pm (D) . By 4.7(1) this implies aj C dR for 1 < j < k. Now put OLQ := 0 and let
Lj:={(ajW,w) : w GC} , 0<j<k
Then (7) From this and (8) it follows easily that for some j with 0 < j < k we have dq = Oj. Furthermore, (9) and (8) imply that ai = 0 for 1 < I < q -1. Hence we have o s(w) = OjW 4-V^ diw 1^ .
i=-oo • • • •
Since aj is real and since this holds for each branch TV, we get the existence of M > 0 so that |Im5| < M(l 4-|Imw|) for all (s,w) € V (P) .
Since the vector (1,0) is not characteristic for P, this implies that P is hyperbolic with respect to (1,0).
(3)=^(4) : Let N € R 2 be non-caracteristic for P. Then N is also noncharacteristic for each irreducible factor Q of P. Because of (3) this implies that Q is hyperbolic with respect to N for each irreducible factor Q of P.
It is easy to check that this implies that P is hyperbolic with respect to N.
